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The problem. To determine whether the behavior mod
ificati'O'ri"""skiils of hospital attendants are improvable by
pr ,~m respecifications, delayed graphic feedback, or by
lmmeulate verbal feedback. To also determine ~f these
improved skills would result in the desired behavior change
in the retarded trainees.

Procedure. The behavior modification performance of
two trainers and the performance of their retarded trainees
were measured'and recorded throughout the two studies. After
initial observation, the experimenter rewrote the program
specifications for both studies, in order to improve their
quality. Further improvement in the performance of the
trainers and trainees was attempted by use of conventional
feedback tec~illiques in a multiple baseline design.

1:"indings. The r e su'l t s show that more detailed and
specific program specifications were successful in: 1)
improving the trainers' ability to acquire the trainees l

attention precurrent to the cue, 2} increasing the appropriate
use of verbal cues by the trainers, and 3) decreasing the rate
of self stimulatory and disruptive behavior exhibited by the
trainees. In study II, when prompting specifications were
increased in complexity, overprompting and a decrease in
correct scheduling of prompts resulted. Delayed graphic feed
back was effective in improving the prompting, reinforcing,
and timing skills of the trainers. However, the ability of
the trainer in study II to accurately time the durations of
the inter-related overcorrection procedures, was only improved
by immediate verbal feedback. Improvements were maintained in
all post feedback conditions.

Conclusions. It was concluded that some shap skills
were easily improvable by ogram specifications, while other
shaping skills required various types of feedback to improve.

reover, these improved skills resulted in the desired
behavior c of the trainees.

Recommendations. It is recommended that to effectively
rove trainee performance, ogram s ification and feed

back should be u~ed, as needed, to improve the trainer's
per rmance.
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Introduction and Review of Literature

U vJh i l e muc h research has been focused on variables

affecting residents in institutions for the retarded, fewer

studies have focused on the personnel who are the primary

therapeutic agents. 1t (Gardner, Solomowitz & Saposnek, 1969).

Attempts to evaluate and modify the per·formance of attend

ants in institutional settings have either centered on

their general performance during their work day or on their

behavior modification skills during training sessions.

General attendant performance has been evaluated by

several methods: the paper and pencil test (Barnett &

Bensberg, 1962; Cochran & Steiner, 1966; Gardner, 1967a,

1967b; Har-r-Laon , 1963), the critical incident t.ec brri que s

(Barnett & Bensberg, 1964; Flanagan, 1948; Fleming, 1962;

Schmidt and Cohn, 1955; steiner & Cochran, 1966); the

tendant Behavior Checklist (Bensberg & Bar-nett, 1966;

Gardner & Giampa, 1971) and the Forced-Choice tecrillique

(Sisson, 1948; ien,1972). Prien (1972) noted that ".

almost uniformly the authors apologized for the questionable

quality of the performance effectiveness criterion measures

usec in the research. II

Gardner, Burst, and Watson (1970) develo a 28

item, 5-point rating scale which measured effectiveness

applying behavior modification skills in the treatment of the
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mentally retarded. They used it, as a training tool, in role

playing situations in which two trainers alternately assumed

the role of trainer or trainee. The rating scale has ques

tionable reliability (.78) and unconfirmed validity and rele

vance. The role playing situation avoided many problems

encountered by using residents, but also has limited

val Ldi ty in assess Lng t.ral.ntng pr-of'Leiency.

The major objective of a study by Bricker, Morgan,

and Grabowski (1972) was to change both the quantity and

quality of the interaction between the attendant and the

trainee. The 'quality of interaction' was improved by rein

forcement (i.e. stamps) and TV feedback, focused on reduction

in the frequency of punishment, increases in the amount of

prompting and fading, and more adequate use of positive

The term feedback as used here and in many other

studies encompasses many variables: it lt may provide infor

mation concerning the adequacy of responses made, may serve

as a reinforcement and reward for responses made, may have

a motivating effect on performance, and may be used to

direct the next step to be taken in the learning pI' am."

(Goldbeck i s, 1962, p. 184). Feedback has been used

in many settings, especially educational, with varied success

in i rov a wide range of behavior modification skills.

Cooper, msen, and Baer (1970) modified teacher

attention to a priate child responses in a preschool



classroom by giving the two teachers four types of feedback.

(rha four types of feedback were: (1) Definitions and exam

ples of appropriate child responses, (2) The number of times

that the teacher attended to appropriate child responses

during a 10 minute interval of the session, (3) The percen

tage of each session that the teacher spent attending to

appropriate child responses, and (4) The number of times the

teacher failed to attend to children engaged in appropriate

responses.

(p. J7S).1I

3
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Feedback was also shown to be effective in improving

maintaining work related behaviors in five paraprofess

reading tutors in a study by Barnard, Christopherson,

\rlolf (1972). F'eedback was given by a procedure whereby

one tutor was selected randomly each day, his 20 minutes of

videotape scored, and the results posted on a 2 x 3 foot

feedback display board in the reading room. Feedback on

calculation accuracy was also introduced to the feedback

board with successful results.

An unpublished study by Thomas (1972) found video

tape scor ,in which teachers scored tapes of themselves

teac ng, to be effective in modifying the behavior of

teachers. In contrast, a study by Bailey and Wehr (1971)

reported no change in two teacher behaviors when the teach

ers viewed videotapes of themselves teaching and received

graphic feedback as to the rates of those behaviors.

I'wo studies compared different types of feedback on

teacher performance. The consistent and repeated finding

of an investigation by Rule (1972) was that the direct

intervention procedure was most effective, the video feed-

back proceaure oduced small changes and that no predict-

able c s occurred as a function of instruction and daily

feedback. Cossairt, Hall, and Hopkins (1973) separately

e d the effects of Lns t.ruc t Lons , feedback and a com-

bination of soci aiBe and feedback on teacher praise
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attending and the sUbsequent student attending. Ie

instruction and feedback produced inconsistent and insig

nificant results, feedback combined with social praise pro

duced large increases in teacher praise and subsequent stu-

attending.

Attempts to evaluate and modify behavior modifica

tion skills have involved directly observing the trainer

shape his sUbject's behavior, and then evaluating him with

respect to various factors determined to be effective in

behavior shaping. Several studies have also used the sub

ject's progress as an indirect indicator of trainer effec-

tiveness.

Sever'al studies observed and evaluated both trainer

and subsequent trainee performance in educational sett s

(Hall, , lIar, Goldsmith, Emerson, O.....en, Davis, &

Porcia, 1971; and O'Leary, et a1., 1969), Bernal (1969);

and rbert and Baer (1972) studied trainer and trainee

performance in home sett s; and Katz, Johnson, and Gelfand

(1972) in a psychiatric institutional setting. No studies

could be found in which both trainer and trainee performance

were jointly vA~"Lkned in a retardation setting.

esent studies evaluate the behavior modifica-

be viorial c

tional setti of the trainees' performance

two attendants and the subsequent

their retarded trainees in an institu-

r-manc etion pe
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easily determined by pinpointing the target acceleration

deceleration behavior-s involved in the behavior modifica

programs. However, the behaviors of the trainers that

lead to the improved functioning of the trainees were

h more difficult to determine and measure. The training

oficiency Scale by Gardner, et ale (1970) was used as a

tarting point in determining the behavior of the trainer

be measured. The present studies are a combination and

a~T~,nsion of previous research in the followi ways: (I)

They conompass multiple measures of actual trainer and

trainees' performance. (2) The study compares the effects

of the experimental variables on two paraprofessional

behavior modifiers who conduct very different programs with

their retarded clients. ()) They attempt to deal with the

problem of inadequate program specifications and the problem

of t trainers not completely following the desired pro am

specifications. (4) A multiple baseline desi er, Wolf,

and isley, 1968) was used to compare the effects of delayed,

phea feedback immediate verbal feedbac on over-

correction orocedures & Az r-i n , 1973).
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S'fUDY I

SUbjects

The trainer was a Child Development Worker and a high

school graduate. He had completed a 30 hour Behavior Modifi

cation inservice course one month before this study. As part

of the course, he made the original program specifications

and began implementation of a dressing program with a resi

dent in a state institution for the mentally retarded.

e was recruited on a volunteer basis. The trainer

was told the following: 1. His training sessions would be

videotaped and observed only by the experimenter, reliabil

ity observer and advisor, 2. data would be recorded from the

tapes and be kept confidential between experimenter and sub

ject or shown without use of his name or identity, 3. pro-

am changes would be m~de by the experimenter at times

throughout the study, and 4. there 1tJOuld be periods dur

the study in which he would be given confidential feedback

on s r manc e and on the performance of the resident-

trainee.

The trainee was a 17 year old, profoundly retarded,

male. was nonverbal legally blind.
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Apparatus and Settin~

A portable Sony Videocor'der, Hodel AV - 3400 was used

for taping. An AVe 3400 Nadel television camera with a zoom

lens was focused on the head and torso of the trainer and

trainee, who were sitting face to face. The trainer wore a

wrist watch wi th a sweep second hand. The sessions wer-e

taped in a small 12' x 9' training room adjacent to the ward.

'I'he tapes were never shown nor monitored in the war-d or in

the esence of the trainer.

Procedure

A total of 30 sessions were conducted in this study,

over a two- and a half month period. The sessions were run

approximately every other day, with days off, holidays, or

sick days by the trainer causing 3-5 day delays on four occa-

sions. Pro specifications were read prior to each sess-

ion. ~en used, feedback was also ven prior to each sess-

ion. is was done in an attempt to hold the effects of

1 inter-session delays to a minimum. The traini sess-

ions were ld at the same time of day and lasted an average

of 23 minutes and 20 trials. All sessions were videotaped,

f'e l l ow each session the data were recorded from the

tape. r e wer e three imental phases in this study,

us sign.

e-baseline Performance: ive sessions were run

i.o r to t he seline se in order to determine what



changes needed to be made in the specifications formulated

bv the tra~ner'. nbc'erv t' f th
J .l.. v .J.' a ::Lon 0 . e program run under the se

specifications showed several inadequacies resulting in im

proper trainer behavior and producing poor trainee perfor

mance. For example, no mention was made of acquiring the

trainee's attention prior to the cue, and the trainer only

did this in 38% of the trials. Also, the prompting specifi-

cations were stated in very uncertain terms and were seldom

followed. On the other hand, the trainer properly used

reinforcement and verbal cuing procedures in over 95% of

the trials and closely adhered to his schedule of physical

prompting. In this pre-baseline period, the trainee put on

his shirt in only 45% of the trials and with the aid of

9

extensive prompts. so, the pro am made no mention of

the specific disruptive behaviors that were to be conse-

quated with a me Out procedure. A description of the

Time Out onset cues was also lacking from the specifica-

tiona. The trainee averaged over 35 disruptions per session

in this pre-baseline period.

seline: In the 12 session eline s e , the

trainer was instructed to run the program under new specifi-

cations w ch attempted to re ate the iciencies the

ori~inal oro am specifications.
o·

se neltl ecifications

were written by the author were I' to the trainer

before each tr session. A pendix A shows
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made in the program specifications from the pre-baseline per

iod to the Baseline Phase.

Feedback: The feedback condition consisted of a dis

play of up-to-date graphs of the trainer behaviors which were

below the 90% criterion rate during the Pre-baseline and/or

Baseline Conditions. The graphs were shown to the trainer

immediately prior to the reading of the program specifica

tions before each day's session.

The graphs displayed the following behaviors: 1.

Acquiring the child's attention precurrent to the cue, 2.

Physical prompting--percent of perfect prompting and fre

quency of using various levels of prompts, 3. Maintaining

schedule of physical prompts, 4. Timing of physical

prompts, 5. Maintaining limited hold for responding, 6.

Maintaining duration of Time Out. A display of up-to-date

gr a of two trainee behaviors was also shown; 1. placing

bo t.h arms completely through the sleeves of his shirt, and

2. disruptions and number of objects grabbed by the trainee.

Verbal feedback was read to the trainer on his

behaviors above the 90% criterion rate. These behaviors

included the trainer's ability to: 1. Use the specified

words and number of verbal cues, 2. Reinforce the specified

topography of the correct response, 3. liver uncondi

tioned reinforcement wi ttlin the specified time limi t, 4.

liver social reinforcement before or during the delivery
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of' unconditioned Y'einf'ovcernent, 5. Maintain the schedule of

reinforcement, 6. Administer Time out for all and only speci

fied inappropviate Vesponses and 7. Adjust the training

setting as specified. This included the room, the seating,

placing all objects out of reach and varying the type of

r e Lnr o r-c emen t ,

Tne method of presenting feedback to the trainer by

the experimenter included: 1. The identification of the

behavior that was .the focus of the feedback, 2. A statement

of' trw ideal performance level or goal, 3. A statement of

present performance t 4. A comparison of present performance

to previous perforrr~cet and 5. Praise for improved per-

formance.

The feedback condition was in effect from Session 12

through Session 21, for a total of nine sessions.

turn to Baseline: This phase was implemented to

determine which behaviors would be maintained without feed-

back.

Improvement in the performance of the trainee, in the

later part of the study necessitated several changes in the

p am s cifications. Changes in the specifications for

physical prompting, timing and scheduling of the prompts

and schedulinQ of reinforcement were made in the second halfo

of t ne li'eedback Phase. The physical prompt was again faded

and the schedule of physical prompting Changed in the second

half of the 'Return to seline' Phase. The effects of
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these changes were shown under feedback and post feedback

conditions.

Reliability

Reliability checks were taken from the videotapes by

the author and an independent observer.

Reliability checks were taken on 8 of the 35 sessions.

Reliability checks were taken in the following distribution:

the fourth Pre-baseline Session, Sessions 2, 6 and 8 in the

Baseline Phase, Sessions 14 and 18 in the Feedback Phase, and

Sessions 26 and 30 in the 'Return to Baseline' Phase.

Reliability of all data, except duration measures, was

determined by the formula: reliability coefficient equals

the number of agreements between trials scored by the

observers, divided by their number of agreements plus dis

agreements, times 100. The reliability for duration measures

was determined by dividing the smaller averaged measure of

time by the larger.

The means and ranges of agreement between a ervers

for each of the measured behaviors is shown in Table 1.



Table 1

SUfnmary of Reliability Observations on the
Behaviors of the Trainer and Trainee

13

The
Neasured
Behavior

Trainer's Behaviors

Mean
Reliability
Coefficient Range

Average Number
of

Occurrences
Hecorded

99.37 957;; 100% 20
100% 100% 20

85.21 70;0 97% 29.

92.83 76.9%- 99.4% 17. 86

97.72 89.79- 100;,& 6.25

97. 6d 92. 94 100% 14· 00Iv ' 70-

1) Acquired child's
a t t en t Lori pre-
current to 96.28
verbal cue

2) Presented verbal
cue as specified
A. lrJords used
B. Number used

3) Administered type
of physical prompt
as specified

4) 'riming of physical
pr-omp t

5) Maintained the
limited hold for
responaing

6) Maintained speci
fied duration of
time out

Trainee's Behavior

1) Placed arms
thr the 100%
sleeves of his
shirt

2) icited speci-
fied inappropriate 99.5
behaviors

100%

100 d. /D

20.5

13.75

7.75

Mean of All Behaviors 96.50 70% 100%

=

16.66
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if a behavior modification program is being run

unsuccessfully, two ar'eas may be examined: 1) whether the

program specifications are adequately written, and 2)

whetner the trainer is following the program specifications.

The new specifications in the Baseline Phase attempted to

deal with the first area. The Feedback Phase examined the

second area and displayed a method to aid the trainer in

following program specifications.

Table 3 shows the average trainer and trainee per-

formance on each of the measures under each of the condi-

tiona.

The revised program specifications used in the Base-

line Phase resulted in several major changes. it/hen' acqu Lr «

i t trainee's attention' was added to the specifica-

tions, the trainer exhibited this response in of the

trials. This is an increase of 55% over the Pre-baseline

performance. The added specifications for administering

Time out procedures resulted in more consistent, stable

and longer duration Time Outs.

The program respecifications also had a positive

e.c t tn·e behavior of the retarded-trainee.on rate

t the cr e i.ne e I put on hi s shirt' increased 15;; and the

frequency sruptions decreased an aver of 26.3 dis-

ruptions per session.



After 5 sessions in the Baseline Condit , the
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specification for prompting chansed from relatively simoleo· . . ~

instructions to more complex instructions. This resulted

in a slight decrease in 'Prompts administered as specified',

a 65% decrease in proper 'Scheduling of physical prompts'

and extreme overprompting. When the trainer was given feed

back on how well he followed these specifications, his

prompting0performance improved 35%. However, feedback had

only a minute effect on his scheduling of prompts and over-

prompting. In the middle of this Feedback Phase, the

prompt was faded to a simpler prompt. This resulted in

little improvement in "prompting as specified" but a 2

improvement in "scheduling prompts as specified," and a

further decrease in overprompting. The removal of feed-

back had little effect on the prompting performance of the

ainer, but resulted in a decrease in the trainer's

ability to schedule the physical pI' ts as specified.

F'ur-t r fadi of the prompt in the 'Return to Baseline'

Phase also resulted in no significant change in prompting

performance. However, as in the feedback phase, the

simpler prompt specification resulted in slightly improved

sc he.duI of the prompts.

Graphic feedback, on previous trainer performance in

matc program specifications, correlated with i oved
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performance on all measures. The trainer1s ability to

"acquire the trainee1s attention" and schedule prompts

increased slightly. (See Table 2) Prompting as specified

increased 35% and overprompting decreased. The trainer1s

timing skills also improved greatly in the feedback condi

tion. Timing the delivery of physical prompts came 3.3

seconds closer to the specifications and the Limited Hold

for responding came 8.4 seconds closer to the specification.

The duration of Time Outs also came 6.8 seconds closer to

the specifications.

The performance of the retarded-trainee also improved

as a result of the improved performance of the trainer.

While the Level of prompting decreased, the trainee put on

his shirt 257b more frequently in the feedback condition than

in the previous condition. The frequency of distuptions

decreased an average 8.28 disruptions per session in the

feedback condition.

The removal of feedback on trainer formance had

little effect on either trainer or trainee behavior. No

measure of rformance decreased more than as a result

of the removal of feedback, except the trainer1s ability

to schedule physical prompts which decreased 14. The

trainer1s performance was maintai in this reversal

condition. refore, one can not say conclusively that

feedbacK was the variable that caused the improvement in



trainer performance. However, because all of the measures

improved at the onset of feedback this appears to be the

Ca se . The stabilization of trainer nerformance durin~ the
A· ~

reversal could be attributed to learning by the trainer.

17



Table 2

Trainer and Trainee Perfonnance: Study I

1l..7

: a83 !

4.9

19.9

.31

82.8%

44.8% : 56 %
:Return to Baseline

Q85%

:
:
:

same specifications
10 : 10.2 :

:

5.6

31.3

71%
a

36%

8.9

39.7

:
I

I I

same specifications
:

40%

38.2

:Average duration:
in seconds

:
:Percentage of

trials

:Avera~e duration:
in seconds for:
trainee to
respond for
reinforcement

:Average duration:
in seconds

Trainee Behaviors :?1easures Used : Pre-baseline : Baseline : Feedback

4) Maintains 5 second
delay frcm end of
cue to cnset of
prompt

5) Maintains 10 second
delay from end of
cue to onset of
prompt

6) Aclwinisters physical
prompts as
specified

7) Haintains schedule of :Percentage of I :: b : :
physic~L2.!'ompts : trials : 85% __..~~ I 9~: 27f., ~1~.l~~~_!_52%

A : B : A
Trainer Behaviors :HeasureS Used • Pre-baseline : Baseline : Feedback :Return to Baseline
1) Acquires the trainee's:Percenta~eof: 38 % : 93 % : 9B.6% : 96.1%

attention : trials: : : :
2)!faintainslSsecond :Aver-age duration: 17.3 : 25.5 : 18.7

duration for time : in seconds
outs

3) Maintains )0 second
lirni ted hold for
responding

O()~%': 85 %: 83 %1) Putting on shirt

2) Disruptions

:Percentage of: 45 %
trials

:Frequency of
disruptions: 35.5 9.16 .88 .77

a. Promptin~ specification changed so that prompt could be faded.
b. Schpdule of nrompt1ng became more complex in specifications.

....,
Q)



Acquiring the

Trainee's

Attention

PERCENT
OF

TRIALS

A
PRE-

BASELINE

·80
·
~V
20

B
BASELINE

B
C RETURN TO

FEEDBACK BASELINE

~~

19

Administer's

Physical

Prompts as

S ecified

PERCENT
OF

TRIALS

·80·60·40·20·
Maintains

Schedule of

Physical
Prom tin

5 Specified Tim

ing for Phy

sical Prompt.

Maintains

For Respond-

ing

Maintains

7 Specified

Timeouts

PERCENT
OF

TRIALS

\ . /
.~-~--

.vJV" · 1
\ ~ ~ /

Sessions

• Graph not shown to trainer in feedback condition
f1igure 1. Graphic records of the performance of the

trainer and the trainee in btudy I.
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srrUDY II

IvrETHOD

Subjects

I'he trainer was Child Development Horker in her mid

fifties. She had completed a lO-hour behavior modification

inservice course. part of the course, she made the

original program specifications and began implementation of

a block stacking program with a resident. The recruiting

procedures were the same as in Study I.

The trainee was a profoundly retarded 11 year-old

male 1,.]no displayed many self-stimulatory and self destruc

tive behaviors and was nonverbal.

Apparatus and Setting

The videotape equipment was the same as in Study I.

The attendant was given a stopwatch that she placed on a

table near r during the training sessions. The sessions

were taped in a quiet, vacant room. As in study I,

the tapes were never shown in the presence of trainee.

cedure

A total of 34 sessions were conducted in this study

8 by the trainer causs or sick

througnout a two and a half month period. The sessions

were ran ap oximately every other day with weekends, holi

3-5 day delays on
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six occasions. In the appropriate phases, the design pro

viQen for program (re) specification and feedback to be

given prior to each session, tbus holding theeffec t s of

long intersession periods to a minimum.

'I'he training sessions "vJere held at the same time of

aay and the session averaged 10 minutes with the review of

pro am specification and feedback lasting 8 minutes more.

A mUltiple baseline design (Baer, at al., 1968) was

employed in the manner shown in Table 3. This multiple

baseline design allowed for a comparison of effects on how

a change in an independent and/or dependent variable

affected other dependent variables.

This stUdy centered on two sets of trainer behaviors,

those trainer behaviors directed toward increasing the rate

of blo stacking behavior of the trainee, those trainer

behaviors directed toward decreasing the rate of self stim-

ulatory res s e s the trainee.

erogram 0pec ific.ations

or1 pro am soecifications were desi
"

by

t trainer used in the e-baseline phase. speci

flcati ns were not read to the trainer before each sessi ,

but trainer was allowed access to the specifications as

in normal ward routine.

of

deficiencies in the original specifications

ieient detail in spec ication orincluQcd lac



Ta.ble·.>

Multiple Baseline Design Used in Study II

Directed to INCREASING
Block Stocking PRE

BASELINE BASELINE

DELAYED
GRAPHIC
FEEDBACK

- TRAINER BEHAVIORS-
Acquires trainee's attn. 1/1/1/1/1/V V

Uses verbal cues as specified 1/17[7l/ 1./1/V
Delivers Reinforcement l/1/1/1/1/V 1/
Physical prompting a l/1/1/1/1/1/1/

- TRAINEE BEHAVI0RS- ~
Block stacking I IA.?1..71/1/I/V

11 I 5 I 1101 I 115fT T I 12CC I I 1251 I lTIa-"1

Directed to DECREASING
.S-elf stimulatory Responses

IMMEDIATE
VERBAL

BASELINE DELAYED GRAPHIC FEEDBACK FEEDBACK

- TRAINER BEHAVIORS-
VV1/V 1/V V V 1/V V V 1/vReinforcement "Good Hands"
VVV 1/V V V / V V VDuration of O.C.
VV1/V V V V !/1/V V V / V / / / /Implements O.C. only when spe.

b VV1/1/V V V 1/1/V V V "/V ./V V /Administers time outs
- TRAINEE BEHAVIORS-

I I I I I I I I VI/VVVVVVVVVl/l/V VVtLlLSelf stimulatory Responses
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 12 13 14.15 16 171819120/2112:2l2312412S 2627128/29 30 3132m1~

c. Prompting procedures respeeified
b. Time out specifications changed to O.C. specifications

ro
l\)
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absence of specification for: i} acquisition of child1s

attention precu:rrent to the verbal cue, ii} number of' cues

to use, iii) schedule of' physical prompting, iv) immediacy

in the delivery of uncondi tioned r'einforcement and variation

of tangible reinforcement, v) sequence of delivery of condi

tioned (social) reinforcement, vi) behaviors resulting in

'rime Out, and vii) de scr'Lpt Lon of Time Out on set cues.

Good specification of physical prompting was also a

deficiency these original specifications.

Program Respecifications were designed by the

experimenter, after analysis of e-baseline data. The

respecifications were read to trainer pefore each session.

The deficiencies in these specifications include the fact

tnat the Physical Prompt, as r e apec Lf l ed , vms ineffective

in increasi the rate of responding by the trainee, and the

Time Out procedures, as specified were ineffective also.

These specifications were changed again in Session 11 to

remedy t se deficiencies.

edback

ssi n 17, aohic feedback was given for trainer
L

behaviors directed toward decreas the rate of self-

directed toward increasi

atory sessionsevent ne trainee.res ses

c feedback was given for trainer behaviors

the rate of block stacking

raPlat r,

sti



the trainee. edback was given immediately prior to the
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readinoQ' of the program s necl.'f.1.'c8,tl.'o'ns be.fore~ t' " each day's

session.

Feedback on the modification of self-stimulatory

responses consisted of a display of graphs of the following

behavior: 1) Overcorrections implemented only when speci

fied, 2) Implementation of overcorrection for specified

duration, 3) Reinforcement of the specified duration of

"Good Hands," and 4) Rate of self-stimulatory responses by

tae trainee.

Feedback on the modification of block stacking

behavior of the trainee consisted of a display of graphs

on the following behaviors: 1) Acquiring the trainee's

attention prior to the cue, 2) Using the verbal cue as

specified, 3) Administrates physical pro ts as specified,

4) Deliver s r-eLnf'o r-cernent as spec ified, and :5 ) Rate of

block stack by the trainee.

Overcorrection is a training procedure attempt

to reQuce self-stimulatory behavior by engaging the

trainee's hands or head and rehearsing the appropriate,

non-self sti atory response. If this 10 second period

was' followe~ bv a 5' s'econd or longerof overcorrection - ~ v ~

tion in which no self-stimulatory responses were

exhibited, reinforcement was ven. This 5 second or

1 duration has been labeled a specified duration of

II ad S II • b 1 f "ack can s,t'ea' of themmediate ver a eeao· - ' 1
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experimenter informing the trainer of the duration of

ttle response immediately after it occurred. Immediate

verbal feedback was given on the durations of overcorrection

and the durations of "Good Hands" before reinforcement. A

return to graphic feedback was given following the immediate

verbal feedback phase on the duration of overcorrection.

'I'he method of presenting feedback to the trainer by

the experimenter was the same as in study I.

Reliability and Recording

Reliability checks were taken on 10 of the J4 sessions.

on sessions J, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12, 18, 22, 28, and 34. All

sessions were taped and reliability and data were taken in

the same manner as Study I. Reliability was determined by

the same formulas as used in StUdy I. The means and ranges

of agreement between observers for each of the measured

behaviors is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4

summary of Reliability Observations on the Behaviors
of the Trainer and Trainee in Study II

'rl:1e
Measured Behavior

Trainer" s Behavior s

1l1.ean
Reliability
Coefficient Range

Average If
of

Occurrences
Recorded/
Session

1) Acquires child's
attention pre
current to the
verbal cue

2) Presents verbal
cue as specified:

a) \fJords used
b) Number used

3) Administers physi
cal prompts as
specified

4) Delivers reinforce
ments as specified

S) Adrninistering
time out

a) Duration of
time out

b) Saying tlNo n

before time out
c) Time out 10 sec.

or eater
6) I emen s over

correction as
specified

7) I ements over
correction for
s ifi duration

8) Delivery of reinforce-
It" t'l. IIment for good nanus

9) Stacking blocks
10) Disruptions

118 an of all
behaviors:

88. 19% 76. 9 - 95.65% 14·6

94· 93% 83.3 -100% 12·9
97. 10;" 91% -100% 14o /0

85 96% .51 ~tJ! -100'1b 13 5• • .i)b I ·
91·66012 75j~ -100% 3.2

{

88 • 91% 69.76 - 97.37 8 .44

95·05% 87•.5 -100% 12.83

86. 82 62•.5 -1 7.57

93·32 66. 6 -100% 4

96 22 86.68 - 99• 04 9·1·
95 01 92.30 - 97. 7·96

• "C
93 77 83.33 -100 2·c..;

· 28. 71
96 .60 92.28 -lOOp;

92.59 Sl .1 -100/b 10• 7
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RESULTS FOR STUDY II

The problem of inadequate program specifications

was also studied on behaviors of the trainer directed

toward increasing the rate of block stacking in the

retarded-trainee. ~lhen instructions on "acqut r Ing the

trainee t s a t t.en.tLon" were not specified during the Pre

baseline Condi tion, the trainer "ac quf r ed the trainee t s

attentions in only 497{ of Ute trials. The "number of

verbal cues to use H was also not specified during Pre

baseline. The trainer used the cue once per trial in only

48~ of the trials. However, the words to use as a verbal

cue were specified and wer-e used by the trainer in 77% of

t trials.

specified.

Also during Pre-baseline, physical prompts were

The trainer followed these specifications in

only 27% of the trials. The prompts used by the trainer

during Pre-baseline were ineffective, as shown by the fact

tnat the trainee stacked blocks on an average of only 1.75

per 10 minute session. ThUS, reinforcement procedures used

to consequate the correct res ses were used at a very low

rate. ie-baseline, the trainee properly used rein

forcement orocedures for four of the eight correct res ses

t t occurred.

a am Res cifications were made as an attempt to

correct the i quate specifications used dur
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Pre-baseline. 'P' ,. 't'

~ne aaal lon of specifications on 'acquiring

trw t.r-a Lnee r s attention' improved the trainer's Use of this

behavior 4,0%. t1hen the unumber of verbal cues to Use" was

added to the specifications, the trainer rootched the speci

fications 499; mor-e frequently. In spite of the fact that

the words used as the verbal cues remained the same in Pre-

basel Lne and Baseline Condi tions, the trainer followed the

specifications 22% more frequently in the Baseline Condition.

'I'hI s improvement could be credited to the review of program

specifications given prior to each session in the Baseline

Condition and not in the Pre-baseline Condition. The

pro ting respecifications instructed the trainer to

alternate the use of ttle same prompt used during e-base-

line with a stronger prompt. This resulted in a slight

decrease specified prompting by the trainer. Subse-

quently, the block stacking performance of the trainee

decreased fu~ average of 1.09 block/session. Thus, data on

se.more e

the use of specified reinforcement procedure became even

Use of specified reinforcement procedure

were

decreased 26~ in this condition. When prompting procedures

in more descriptively respecified, use of the speci-

fied pro

ever, t

tightly decreased again ( e Table 5). How

rate of block stacking increased .87 block/IO

minute session (from .66 to 1.53). This suggests that more

s cific and descriptive promp specifications can



achieve an increase in the performance of the trainee while

ac t uaLLy being used less by the trainer. As in study I,

program ~specification constantly helped the trainee match

the specifications, except when the specifications reached

a certain level of complexity or' when the occurrence of the

pinpointed behavior was very low.

The review of graphs on trainer and trainee perform-

ance prior to each session further aided the trainer in

29

match! the program specifications. This feedback

achieved minor change s in "Acquiring the trainee's atten-

tion, II using the specified words as verbal cue, using the

specified number of cues, and in the use of specified rein-

f'o r c emen t nr-o c edure s (see 11able 5). 'rhe s t ronge s t effect

of feedback was shown in helping the tra:iner match the

complex prompting ocedures. The trainer matched the

prompt specification 75% more frequently in the Feedback

Condition. SUbsequently, the trainee stacked an aver of

4" 8 blocl~s ~e·r· s·e·sS1."0n in the Feedback Condition than•.• more n!;J -

in the evious ram Respecification Condition.

Table 5 and 1"1 e 2 show the average trainer and

tra e rmance on each of the measures under each of

t c itions.

StUdy II also studied the efforts of the trainer

directed toward decreasing the rate of self-stimulatory

responses splayed by t retarded trainee.



TABLE 5 TRAINER AND TRAINEE PERFORMANCE ON BLOCK STACKING

Trainer Ber~viors Measure Used Ideal Performance !Pre-Baseline IBaseline(Prompti~resnecifiad) Feedback

1. Acquiring the traineelpercentage of
attention trials

Acquired trainees atten
tion 100% of the trials

48.6 % 88.7 % * *93.4 %

2. Using the verbal cue
as specified

a) Using the spec
ified Hords

b) Using the spec
ified number of
cues

3. Administrates phys
ical prompt as spec
ified

Percentage of
trials

Percentage of
trials

Percentage of
trials that spec
ified prompt
follolVed spec
ified prompt

Used the specified
Hords on a 100% of the
trials
Used the cue only once
per trial on a 100% of
the trials

Specified prompt was
used on 100% of the
trials

77

48

27

%

%

%

*99 %

96.8 %

19.33%

*

*

9.7 %

*97

*100

*85

%

%

%

4. Delivers reinforce
~ent as specified

Trainee Behaviors

Per-cerrtage of
trials in Hhich
reinforcement
was given as
specified

100% of the correct
response of the traJ.nee
were reinforced as
specified

50 % 24 % * *36 %

stacki.ng one block on
top of another

Number of blOCkS\AS many as possible in
stacked in 10 a normal play situation
minutes

1.75 .66

.'

1.53 6.3

*Program specifications :9nchanged from previous condation
\...>
o



Trainer
Behaviors
Acquiring the

1 Trainee's

Attention

Uses the

Verbal Cue

2 as Specified

Administers

3 Physical

Prompts as

Specified

Delivers

4 Reinforce

ment as

S ecified

Trainee
Behaviors

PERCENT
OF

TRIALS

PRE
BASE
LINE

•
80
-60·40·20

·80·60·40·20·
·80·60·40· ..20

·80·60·40
•

20

BASELINE

- Used the correct no. of
cues

.- Used the correct words

FEEDBACK

~

' .• . ,.a,

Stacking one

5 block on top

of another

10

8
NUMBER OF •
BLOCKS 6
STACKED IN 4
10 Min. •

2
•

1 - 3' 5 -1- 9 - 11-13-15-11-19-21'23-25·21 ·29 ·31·33

Sessions

Figure 2. Graphic records of the trainer's
performance and the resultant desired increase in the
trainee's block stacking behavior.
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The Time Out procedures used in the first ten

sessions of this study proved to be ineffective. The

trainee exhibi ted self-stimula.tor'y responses at the aver-age

rate of' 29.6 per 10 minute session. only 52% of the Time

Outs were over 10 seconds in duration and only 39% were

preceded by the specified Time Out onset cues. Because

the self-stimulatory responses were occurring at such a high

rate, it was decided to use overcorrection procedures to deal

with the problem.

The substitution of the overcorrection procedures for

the Time Out procedures resulted in a 33% decrease in the

rate of self-stimulatory responses emitted by the trainee

from 29.6 responses/10 minute session to 19.8 responses/

10 minute session.

As with the other specifications, the trainer also

had difficulty following the specifications for the over-

correction oc edur e s , example, while the trainer

maintained an average duration overcorrection of 10 sec-

onds, only of the overcorrections were 10 seconds or

1 er. The trainer used overcorrection an average 5.2

times when not specifi to do so, and did not use over-

correction an aver

so, t trainer

of 3.9 times when s cified to use it.

not match the specifications for

rc , hands. " a response incompatible with self-OQ .-. ,

stimulatory res s e s , 'The aver duration II good
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hand.a" before social reinforcement Was OVe'" a ascend. '" short

of the specification and only 56'6 of the occurrences were

the specified 5 seconds or more in duration.

Graphic feedback was first used as an attempt to

help the trainer match the program specifications. Feed

back improved the trainer performance that was furthest

from matching the specifications and hurt the trainer per

formance closest to matching the specifications. The aver

age duration of ngood hands ll before social reinforcement

surpassed the 5 second specification and matched the speci.

fications 13% more often. However, the average duration of

overcorrection fell 3.5 seconds short of the 10 second

specification and the percentage of durations that matched

the ecifications decreased 18%. Graphic feedback

increased the number of times the trainer did not use over-

correction when specified by .5 but decreased the number

of times the trainer used overcorrection when not specified

by 2.5.

I iate verbal feedback given on the duration of

overcorrection and the duration of ngood hands lt before

was s· hown to be ver'y' eff-e.ctl.'ve' in helping thereinforcement ,L" ~

t· r- n l' ~ e· r· t h t"e·' s.p··e.·cification on these measures (seeo. l< ma 'C LL

'I'abl.e 5 and Fi e 3). Performance improved 68:;:b and ,

respectively.

two measures also

so, imrnediate verbal feedback on these

atly aided the trainer in administer-

i overcorrection only when specified.



Table 6 TRAINER AND TRAINEE PERR>l'lMA.NCE ON SELF STIMULATION

Ideal PerformanoeMeasure Used
Plus

Graphed 'LImmediate I Graphed
I I 1 :Base1:.ine -I ,!eecLback_ Fee'!!!..ac~ __~e~~!t__

Trainer Behaviors

1) Maintains the Average Duration 10 seoonds or
specified duration of Overcorrection longer in duration I 10 sec I 6.5 sec. I 10.8 sec. I 12.04 sec.
of overconnection

Peroentage of 100% of the over-
overcorreotions oorreotions are
10 seconds or 10 seconds or 34% 16% 84% I 86%
greater longer

:Baseline Graphed Feedback
2) Administers over- I The number of time~ Icorrection only • the trainer did no ZERO 3.92 4.43

I
.82

when specified use OC when specifled
I

The ~ber of time1 I
I

the trainer used I
OC when NOT speo- ZERO 5.17 2.71 I 1.4
Hied I

I

I
:Baseline

I
Graphed Feedback lus Immediate

3) Reinforces "Good I Average duration 0 7.09 5.43 Feedback
Hands" before So01al . "Good Hands" befo 5 seoonds or 3.9 6.2 5.7
Duration Sooial Reinforoeme longer

Average duration 0 I I 9.9 7.16
"Good Hands" before 5 seoonds or 7.8 , 8.5 I 8.7
Tangible Reinforoe longer
ment

%of times "Good
Hands" were 15 seo.1 100% f 56% I 69% f 80.7%
before Social Ref.

%of times "Good
Hands" were 5 sec. 100% I 81% I 91.&1> I 1<>0%
before Tangible Roo.

Iaeal I I ITrainee Behavior I Measure Used Performance lkseJ:be I I I

I I \..0..1
4) Self stimulatory IFrequencey in 10 min ZERO 29.6 19.8 30.7 17.57 I 15.00 .J::""'I Iresponses I
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(O.C')

MAINTAINS

SPECIFIED

DURATION

Trainer
Behaviors

VERBAL,
GRAPHIC GRAPHIC GRAPHIC

BASELINE FEEDBACK FEEDBACK FEEDBACK

~::~:~iF l~ N~ v., N .

1 Of OVER - -100

CORRECTION Percent of O.C. ~O
10 Seconds or 60
greater 40.

20.
o

.... .. .... ... . ... . .. . ...

ADMINISTE

O.C. ONLY

WHEN SPE-

2 CIFIED

Number of times 8
Trainer did NOT
Use O.C. when 6
Specified 4

2

Number of times 8
Trainer UsedO.C.
when NOT Spe- 6
cified 4

2

BASELINE GRAPHIC FEEDBACK

I I
I I
I I
1~IAv

\ AI I
lj\1 I

:\rvl"'v
I

11 -13'15' 17·19-21·23 -25-27-29- 31-33'

Sessions

Pigure J. Graphic recoro.s of the tra.iner's performance
and the resulta.nt desired decrease in the trainee's self
stimUlatory responses.
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BASELINE VERBAL, GRAPHIC FEEDBACK

"GOOD"

REINFORCES

OF THE

3 SPECIFIED

DURATION
-

,
•,.•......

f\ I., I
I \1"\1 ,I

i \1 'vJ'....,
'...,.

I
,~ ,
I ·"1\~,, ' ,v

I
I
I.

t•6,,,,
-.../

····Tangible -
R~infor(ement is 2~
gIven 5 sec. or 0
longer in Dura
tion

14
•
12

Average Dura· 10
tion of "Good •
Hands" 8

"HANDS" -,
(AFTER O.C,) ····BeforeTan- 4

gible Reinforce- •
ment 2

-t-----O.
Percentage of 80
Times '·0

-40

11-13·15- 17-19· 21·23 ·25· 27·29· 31-33·

Trainee
Behaviors

PRE-
BASELINE BASELINE GRAPHIC FEEDBACK

er of
ropriate
iors in
ute
ns

FREQUENCY
3~r

I I

Jv ,I I Numb

OF DISRUP- 30 inapp

4 - I I behav

liONS
24 10 min- :V'v!fv18 .essio

-12.
5 - 7 -9 - 11·13-15- 17-19-21-23 -25-27·29· 31·33-

Sessions

Figure 3 (continued)
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DISCUSSION

A major problem facing behavior modifiers, consult

ants and administrators is how to effectively improve and

maintain all the relevant behavior modification skills of

their subordinates. Many studies have attempted to deal

with this problem by the use of various types of instruction

and/or feedback on isolated trainer behaviors. Results have

frequently been inconclusive and have seldom been shown to

result in patient progress.

In the present stUdies, it was shown that para-

professional behavior modifiers would consistently acquire

their trainee's attention precurrent to giVing them the

cues to respond by merely having been instructed to do so.

0tudy II has shown that the appropriate use of verbal cues

can also be taught by instructions included in the program

specification. I~ both studies a subsequent decrease in

the frequency of disruptions exhibited by the trainees, was

acbieved. s, too, was done indirectly by more detailed

specifications being read to the trainers. It is suggested

from the data t the longer durations of Time Outs ~~d

Overcorrect ions were a main factor in the decreases in d13-

ruptions. t· , ~4.~ n·.ot make· A ~et·eMnil·~nation if an v
S S· ua.y .... L V. 'IL ~ V. ... " L - J

of these c es were a function of the review of the
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program specifications prior to each session or of the pro

gram specifications themselves.

An interesting effect of the prompting specifica

tions on tihe prompting behaviors of the trainer was shown

in Study I. The specifications changed from instructing

the trainer to use relatively simple prompts (see Table 2),

to using relatively complex prompts. This change resulted

in a drastic decrease in the trainer's ability to maintain

the specified schedule of prompting. It also resulted in

a great deal of overprompting by the trainer. While

operating under these specifications, the trainer frequently

co~aented about the difficulty he had in keeping track of the

prompts he had just used and the prompt he was to use.

Delayed gr-aptdc feedback was shown to be effective in

im[)roving the prompting, reinforcing, and timing skills of

the trainers. In Study I, the improvement in prompting

SKills was shown in all of the three measures used. The

improvement was s iking on the first day of feedback, a

drop to

imp ve

evious levels on the second day and a gradual

throughout the remainder of the study.

removal of feedback had no noticeable effec t , wi t h trainer

performance rema at the same high levels. In

tuuy II, an improvement in prompting skills occurred three

days before the onset feedback. The trainer said she

started us the (specified) prompt because she thought

t t r a ee ?erformed better When she used it. HOHever,
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the data show that the trainee1s block stacking performance

did not improve until after the onset of feedbe.ck. This

suggests that variables other than the measured form of

prompting accounted for the impr'ovement in block stacking.

Reinforcement skills were also shown to be improved

by graphic feedback, but these data are suspect because the

results are based on the average of three occurrences of

reinforced correct responses that occurred each session.

Delayed graphic feedback had immediate and enduring
o

effects on the trainers' abilities to accurately time (1)

the duration allowed for independent responding from cue

to orompt (see Figure 1, graph #5); (2) the specified dura-

tion allowed for the trainee to respond for reinforcement,

i.e., Limited

ti n of T

Id (see Figure 1, graph #6); (3) the dura-

outs (see Figure 1, graph #7), and (4) the

duration of II d handlt required before rece reinforce-

(see i e 3, ph ). It should be noted, however,

that t tr r in Study I allowed somewhat longer dura-

tions t s ecified the trainee to respond independ-

en W mpts were almost totally faded, and the

e was res itJi thout ompts between 30% and 60%

of t is. t S tr• a.l'ner was required to useso, as

Time Outs less frequently, (due to the virtual absence of

disruptions, and an increase in respond ) the durations,

of t Wo.'r e· somet..t'n"t longer than s eeified.'rime ou t s '" V' • a _
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In Study II, graphic feedback had a negative effect

on the trainer's ability to maintain the specified duration

of overcorrec tion (see li1i gur e 3, graph #1). These contra

dictory findings may be due to the fact that while the other

timing skills merely required the trainer to be passive

throughout the duration, this skill r equt r ed the trainer to

be very active. 'I'he trainer was r'equt r ed to overcorrect,

L, e., hold the hands or head, of a young man who was fight

ing to self stimulate. However, the addition of immediate

verbal feedback after each occurrence of overcorrection

greatly aided the trainer in matching the specified dura-

tion of overcorrection. When immediate feedback was dis-

continued the trainer continued to n~tch the specifications.

There t-Jere some interesting consequences of the

increased ability of the trainer to match the specifications

for the duration of overcorrection. One consequence was her

increased ability to use overcorrection only when specified

to so (see gure J, graph #2). A second consequence was

a decrease in the trainer's ability to reinforce "Good

Hands" the specified duration. However, this timing

skill also returned When the trainer was given immediate

verbal feedback regarding the durations.

This study suggests some trainer behaviors which are

most easily improved by way of instruction and those which

may require feedback to be changed. A behavior modifier
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should be able to write very detailed and spec4~4c

... .1.... program
lnstY'liC t i.oria , should also be able to measUre and give

feedback on the relevant trainer skilla that will result in

maximum client progress. The detailed measurement of

trainer behaviors is helpful in aiding the behavior modi

fier in writing pro am specification, in identifying the

trainer behaviors that need feedback, and in determining

the type of feedback that will be most productive.

In this stUdy the man-hour cost of implementing

graphic feedback on one ten-minute training session was

approximately 67 minutes. Reviewing program specifications

and giving graphic feedback took about seven minutes. Not

counting set-up time, the video taping took ten minutes.

Viewing the tape, taking data on 19 measures of trainer and

trainee behavior, and aphing the data took approximately

50 minutes. man-hour cost of giving feedback on train-

sessions could be reduced by having the trainer record

and assess his own sessions, by selectively reducing the

number of measures asses sea, and by thinning the schedule of

instruction feedback. Further research is needed to

t e rmtne t consequences these reductions. More

res eh is also needed to determine the effects of various

feedback modalities on broad classes of trainer behavior.



In conclusion, this study recommends that behavior

modification skills be frequently monitored and assessed.

If they are shown to be inadequate, this study offers sev

eral techniques for improving skills that have been shown

to be effective.

41
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Appendix A

Comparison·of Program, Specifications in
Pre-baseline and Baseline

Conditions in Study I

Changed Specifications

Be
haviors

Acquiring
the
trainee's
attention

Original Program
Specifications

(Used-in Pre-baseline)

Not Specified

Program
Respecifications

(Baseline)

!tAfter the trainee is looking
at the trainer for two con
secutive seconds, the verbal
cue is to be given."

Description
of behaviors
resulting in
I'Lme Outs

Description
of Time out
onset cues

Not Specified

Not Specified

"Hitting, pinching, slapping,
pounding on the table, touch
ing the trainer before
completion of the task, and
taking off his sht r t ;"

"The trainer is to Bay t

and slide his cb2ir and him
self out of reach of the
trainee. I!

Timing of
pny sLc aL
pro ts

Not Specified
(1)

(2)

(3)

Not specified until
session #10
ttrf the trainee does not
respond within five
seconds of the verbal
cue, the trainer is to
give the physical prompt
as specified. 1I

"The-trainer is to alter
nate in allowing five
second and ten
second opportunities to
respond - - physical

II

of' Physic
pendix C).
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Appendix A--(continued)

Changed Specifications

Be
haviors

Original Program
Specifications

(Used in Pre-baseline)

Program
Respecifications

(Ba.seline)

T;{pe of
phys Lc a L
prompting
to admin
ister

"Lifting the shirt
slightly near a.rm
hole. 1t

(1)

(2)

(J)

Level J prompt on
alternate trials.
Level 3 alternating
trials with Level 5 and
no prompt on second hand.
Level 5 prompt and no
prompt on second hand on
all trials.
Level 7 prompt on all
trials. (See Level of
Physical Prompts 
Appendix 0).

:Schedule
of physi
cal
prompts

See Above

Changes in specifications Were made for the following behaviors
in spite of the fact that the trainer was eXhibiting these
behaviors in more than 90% of the trials: (1) Reinforcing the
correct response, (2) inforcing within 3 seconds after the
response, (3) ving social reinforcement before or during
tangible reinforcement, (4) Maintaining specified schedule of
reinforcement, and (5) Number of verbal cues to use.

Unchanged Specifications

hav i.or s
original ogram

ecifications
Program

Respecifieations

ntains
limited hold "30 ~ec

for respond-
i

11 lie or ce only correc t
responses that occur within
30 seconds after esentation
of the eue. n



Appendix A--(continued)

unchanged Specifications

47

Be
haviors

l"lain t a i n s
specified
duration
for Time
Outs

;,vords to
use as
verbal
cue

Original Program
Specifications

!tl.5 Seconds"

"David, put on
your shirt. tf

Program
Respecifications

1.5 Seconds

"David, put on your shirt."
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Appendix B

Comparison of Pr-ogr-am Specifications in Baseline
and Respecifications Conditions - For efforts
made to increase the rate of block stacking in

Study II. Changes in Original
Program Specifications.

onlvllStack the block on!lThe placing of one block on
v

command" top of another. It

Behaviors

Acquiring the
trainee's
attention

Verbal cue 
rd s to use

Number to use

Delivers rein
forcement as
specified

l}Reinforces
correct
responses

2) Lnf'o r c e a
immediately

J}Limited
ld

4) he du l.e of
Reinforce
ment

S)Sequence of
cial and

ible in
forcement

original Program.
Specifications

(Used in Baseline)

Not Specified

II Randy , stack the
block"

Not Specified

Not Specified

" he stacks the
block in 10
seconds it's a
pass. n

1007b

Not cified

Program
Respecifications

IIAfter the trainee is looking
at the trainer or blocks for
two consecutive seconds, the
cue is to be given."

Same

"Once a trial • • • n

UTo be given \i<lithin .5 sec onds ;"

nRe orce every correct
response that occurs within
10 seconds.

nsocial reinforcement is ven
during or before tangible
reinforcement. ll
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Appendix B--{continued)

Behaviors

Original Program
Specifications

(Used in Baseline)
Program

Respectifications

physical
Prompts
as
specified

llRandy,
will be
given
one
block at
a time.
Point to
the block
on the
table. tl

Program
Respecification I

Alternate in using.
I)The trainer plac

ing her finger
tips and thumb on
the upper thumb
and wrist of the
t r-a.lne e , lightly
aids in holding
the block (for
one second) over
the block on the
table.

2)The trainer hands
the block to the
trainee and
points to the
block on the
table.

Program
Respecification II

Every trial, the
trainer is to place
her hand on the
upper base of the
right hand the thumb
of the child. The
trainer is to lightly
aid the child in
holding the block
wi thin two inches
above the two bloc
on the table for two
to four seconds.
Then ve the verbal
cue and release the
prompt.

r for t s made to dec r ea.se the rate of self s t Lmu.La tory
behavior t effects of program respecification were not measured.
Only t €lets of various forms of feedback were measured. Time
Out procedures proved ineffective and were replaced by over
correction procedures.--
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Appendix C

Levels of Physical Prompting

'rhese discriminations were used in the measure
ments of schedule of physical prompt and degree
of over and under use of prompts.

Total Prompt

····
·•
······
··

No
Prompt

:2

Level Number
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Description
Prompt is given until both
arms are completely through
his shirt.
Prompt is given until the
edge of his sleeve is up to
his elbow.
Prompt is given until the
edge of his sleeve is up to
his mid-forearm.
Prompt is given until the
edge of his sleeve is up to
his wrist(s).
Prompt is given until his
hand is into his shirt.
Prompt is ven until his
fing~rs are into or touch
ing his.shirt.
Prompt is given before the
traineels fingers touch the
shirt.
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